
Economic Development Cooperative of North Kawartha 

Deputation to North Kawartha Council March 2, 2021 
 

Follow-up to Draft Service Delivery Review 
 

Recommendation: 
 

That Council authorize a task force to apply Business Process Analysis to the Building Department’s 
approval and review processes.  The streamlined processes will improve homeowner/developer 
satisfaction, and increase both residential and commercial development in North Kawartha.  These results 
should be used to announce a strong Customer Focus by the Building Department. 
 
The task force should include representatives from the Building Department, Rural Economic Development, 
and Economic Development Cooperative (specifically RuthAnne McIlmoyl).  There should be input from 
CVCA, Trent Severn, MNR, and County, MTO as their processes impact North Kawartha’s.  Business Process 
Analysis skills must be provided, either from a consultant or member(s) of the task force. 
 
Background: 
 

The Draft Service Delivery Review (SDR) was presented to Council on February 16, 2021, thus meeting the 
Provincial funding deadline of March 1.  There were a number of recommendations to reduce costs and to 
increase revenue, as well as improve service levels.  Due to time constraints, the SDR was not an exhaustive 
review, with many opportunities remaining to be discovered. 
 
The Building Department deals with complex situations (eg. Ontario Building Code and Comprehensive 
Zoning Bylaw) and sensitive interactions with residents as they pursue  important projects.  SDR practices 
identify how administrative procedures can be simplified and reliably executed, such that customer 
satisfaction is high. 
 
SDR Recommendations for Task Force Consideration: 
 

250-SDR-R02 – Assessment Review (aerial photography/MPAC data) 
This proposal is optimistic in terms of potential revenue.  The properties are likely hunt camps, if they were 
missed by on-the-ground knowledge.  Further, it is beyond our complaints-based enforcement policy, and 
would likely take more enforcement time than estimated.  We should let MPAC pursue this. 
 
445-SDR-P01 – Convert to Cloud Permit (vs Keystone) 
We concur that the Keystone system be incorporated into an enhanced online Cloud Permit system – the 
Cloud system is the single best improvement opportunity in the Building Department.  A previous 
recommendation to provide a complete list of all forms needed at the beginning of a process should be part 
of this.   
 
445-SDR-R01a – Charge Permit Renewal Fee 
Provided the permit time is adequate for the project, this should result in faster project execution, 
reduction in managing unclosed permits, and higher Customer Satisfaction.  A recommendation to change 
the default building costs/sq ft to a more reasonable amount ($300+) would raise more revenue, and 
should be adopted. 
 
445-SDR R01b – Charge Homeowner $35 Septic Inspection fee 
This proposal should not be pursued.  It entails creating a new business process, for no  benefit - when a 
$7/yr tax increase would provide the same revenue. 
 
Dashboard - 



The suggested dashboard shows financial measures only.  We suggest that Customer Satisfaction, permit 
and amendment response times, and increased number of projects reflect real objectives that should also 
be tracked. 
 
Productivity Savings - $273,059 over 5 years 
These savings can only be realized if the time is redeployed to revenue/customer service, as the SDR rightly 
assumed no headcount reduction.  The Township should identify the redeployment opportunities (eg Roads 
Dept clerical support, housing shortage solutions) so that new hiring is avoided for at least 5 years. 
 
 
Feedback from the Contractor Community: 
 
Many contractors say they get better treatment from North Kawartha than other Townships in the area, 
especially over the last 6 months.  The OBC standard of 10 day approvals is regularly met, and contractors 
are promptly informed of any delay.  The office standard of returning every call within 24 hours is regularly 
met.  The septic approval process is better than when the Peterborough Health Unit handled it. 
 
North Kawartha has recently implemented e-Cloud permit processes, and Staff have been very helpful 
bringing homeowners and contractors up to speed on the system.  There is very good visibility on approval 
and inspection status, and this information is available to both the homeowner and the contractors.  A 
training video  would be helpful for homeowners who are not expert computer users. 
 
When combined with Township regulations, those from Conservation Authorities, MNR, Peterborough 
County, etc result in complexity and project delays.  Crowe Valley has recently experienced staff shortages 
which have significantly delayed their decisions.  The LPAT process is a new level of red tape, is often 
opaque, and there are long delays.  Archeological studies are now becoming more prevalent, even north of 
Stony Lake.  Anything that can be done to streamline these areas would be appreciated. 
 
The dock regulation is resulting in more engineering certification for pole dock/ramp systems.  Floating 
docks have been handled by ‘owner-built’ processes, which reduces the need for engineering studies, but 
more detail can be obtained from dock building contractors. 
 
And, last but certainly not least...... 
 
Building on a completed Service Delivery Review, there is an opportunity for the Building Department to 
establish a reputation for “We’re Here to Support YOU!”  To reinforce continuous improvement NK should 
solicit customer satisfaction information from both homeowner and contractor after the final inspection. 
The contractors value a culture of ‘working together’ with the Building Department and are dedicated to 
maintaining their reputation for high quality work. 
 
 
Barry Rand, Chair EDC  
 
RuthAnne McIlmoyl, Treasurer EDC 
 
on behalf of the Economic Development Cooperative of North Kawartha 
 


